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Slat mill/carpet mill/ treadmill. 
 

Kennel or owner items kept and use with active working dogs and 
specific condition their bodies for whatever purpose. 
 Using such apparatus become especially questionable and frowned 
upon today – 2019 – then more so if it an APBT if you keeping and 
conditioning APBT working dogs. 
This are not in the least as said to be – but if you own it ...  or been 
using it for conditioning and exercise you will be “stamped and sealed” 
as an animal abuser and charged for cruelty to animals by “some” ... 
could make the “authorities” make you out to be a dog fighter – and 
then you have to prove the opposite -  I still love my APBT’s. 
 



Let’s take look and talk about what is “thought” to be dog fighting 
paraphernalia and what precisely the items are and then for what 
precisely these items are used if you are a dogman and keep APBT. 
Then having and using these items as aids in exercising and 
conditioning the APBT as working dog and why using these 
“paraphernalia" does not make you or anyone else a dog fighter.  
All these “paraphernalia” APBT fanciers keep and use are great exercise 
and conditioning tools.  
The slat-mill, tread mill and carpet-mill are powered by the DOG.  
If the dog walks/runs, it moves with the dog.  
If the dog stops, it stops.  
The dog has control over the slat-mill and the carpet-mill.  
The dog can choose how fast it wants to run, whether the dog wants to 
stop, etc.  
 
Electric treadmill – tread mill – same as humans use in the gym or at 
home. 
The walking or running speed of the electric treadmill is controlled by 
trainer depending on the fitness of the dog in training – just as humans 
do at the gym with their trainer at hand and the level of fitness at the 
time 
Some dog trainer do not like the electric treadmill because such a mill 
in not powered by the dog.  
 
Looking at the slat mill. 
With this ...  the active dog can clearly enjoying themselves greatly and 
the slat mill offer just that and then your APBT is not on leash in the 
street or dog park where other dogs or your dog or other animals can 
cause any problems for each other. 
Like said above, running the slat mill and carpet mill under supervision 
the dog can start, slow down and stop by themselves at any time they 
wants - no forcing is shown here. And running the electric tread mill 
under supervision hold no problem for the dog to ever get hurt. 



https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=U5Rbg61spe8  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=3E-0_0uzFpY 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=13VHEcPfu-E  
Slat mill brake system.  
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zTXi6E5whNk 
 
 


